P-Shot
Here at Regenerative Treatment Centers, we are interested in helping maintain optimal
sexual health for both men and women. If you are unable to achieve and/or maintain a
satisfactory erection or your penis is a less than desirable size, you know the impact it
can have on your sex life and intimate relationships.
P-Shot Benefits:
●
●
●
●

The P-Shot gives you longer, harder, more sustainable erections.
The P-Shot increases your sexual stamina
The injection reduces the “down time,” or the time between erections
It may also increase penis size & sensitivity

Our APRN injectors have undergone special training for this treatment, and
have also been specifically trained on The O Shot (P-Shot) and other PRP
treatments.
The P-Shot is a medically proven, safe and effective treatment for erectile dysfunction.
The P-Shot also provides real male enhancement. The P-Shot procedure, also known as
the Priapus Shot, will help you increase your penis size, improve your sexual
performance and your overall sexual wellness — all without the use of any drugs or
surgery!
Creating optimal penis health and size has a number of components to consider. One
must have adequate desire and sexual energy (often testosterone related), intact nerve
supply and optimal blood flow. Penis size is usually a genetic matter and many men feel
they would like to achieve more length and girth. Fortunately, there are medications on
the market now that cause vasodilation (open the blood vessels for more flow) which are
often a help – but these pills don’t always work and can be costly to take on a continuous
basis. The pills can do a great job of increasing the blood flow to the penis,
but whatever causes the decreased blood flow continues when the pill wears
off. Also, the side effects of these pills can be serious: stroke, heart attack, and
headache. Unlike with the P-Shot® that doesn’t have those side effects due to using
your body’s own growth and healing factors.
The revolutionary introduction of PRP (Platelet Rich Plasma) with MSCS or Micro Pods
for penis rejuvenation can help men with enhancement of erection, sensitivity and penis
size. This simple, relatively painless office based procedure called the Priapus Shot®
was pioneered by Dr. Charles Runels. It incorporates the harvesting and injection of
one’s own plasma enriched growth factors or PRP mixed with MSCS or Micro Pods into
specific areas of the penis.
It is important to know that not everyone will necessarily achieve the same results or
satisfaction; however, for many the result is an increase in the length, girth and
sensitivity of the penis and the treatment results for those men are impressive.

How does the P-Shot® do all of this?
The answer is the medically proven technique of Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) therapy.
PRP involves separating the healing or “growth factors” in your blood from the blood
cells, and then re-injecting that super-charged plasma back into your body specific
areas.
The P-Shot® can provide almost immediate results, but may take up to several weeks to
reach maximum benefit. The P-Shot®, improves blood flow to the penis. The increased
circulation restores your ability to achieve an erection, increase sensation, and creates a
longer lasting erection.
But, the P-Shot® does so much more. PRP therapy not only improves blood flow, the PShot® stimulates the growth of new cells in erectile tissues. That means that the PShot® not only treats erectile dysfunction, the P-Shot® actually may in some instances
increase your penis size.
As in all PRP procedures the P-Shot® starts with drawing a few vials of blood, about the
same amount as in any simple blood test. The plasma containing the PRP is separated
from the red and white blood cells using a centrifuge. will mix this with other all natural
fillers and proprietary ingredients to create the P-Shot®. The P-Shot® is then
administered in a series of minimal to pain-free injections with the help of applying
topical anesthetic prior to the procedure.
The platelets and growth factors in the P-Shot® injections may start to work almost
immediately. Soon after getting the P-Shot® men have noticed stronger, harder, and
larger erections, as well as some instances of increase in length and girth of the penis.
To get similar results to the P-Shot®, you would have to have painful and extensive
surgery. Yet, the P-Shot® is delivered in a single, quick, no down time procedure right
in the office.
There is little or no down time with the P-Shot®, and men usually return to their
normal activities following the procedure.

P-Shot® Procedure:
●
●
●
●

The P-Shot® procedure is accomplished in less than 15 minutes
Is delivered with no pain or discomfort
Is drug, chemical, and surgery free
The P-Shot® Requires little or no down time

●

Can be effective for up to one or more years, individual results may vary

How much downtime is there after the procedure?
Most men return to normal activities the same day, including (some) exercise and
normal sexual activity.
Is it painful?
We use a topical anesthetic that almost completely eliminates the pain of the injections.
Following the procedure, most men do not experience any pain, but those who do,
generally mild and can easily treat it with Ibuprofen or Tylenol.
What can I expect for results?
It is important to know that not everyone will have the same results. In fact it is possible
that there will be no improvement. However, the average increase in size has been 1/2 –
3/4 of an inch in length and proportionate increases in girth. Additionally, for many
men there is an increase in sensitivity and quality of ejaculation.
Is there anything special that I need to do following the procedure?
Yes, a metered vacuum device also known as a penis pump is used immediately after the
procedure, and then for 10 minutes daily for 30-60 days for maximum results.
When will I see results?
It will take 6-8 weeks to achieve maximum results.
Home often can treatment be done?
While there is no specific repeat treatment protocol, some men who have experienced
positive results have returned for additional treatments in 8-12 months.

